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New users will receive an email inviting them to the tool

External users should login via https://app.fourkites.com/

Assistance or Questions for user setup, groups, or subgroup setup

ReliaTrack@atkore.com

New External Users (for Agents/Distributors)

https://app.fourkites.com/
mailto:ReliaTrack@atkore.com?subject=Help%20with%20ReliaTrack
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Commonly Asked Questions
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After login, users will be greeted with the Shipments screen within ReliaTrack. All 
loads from the RSC’s are automatically populated and updated real-time from JD 

Edwards

Welcome Page
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Shipment Card
Each shipment is identified by an individual shipment card as seen below. The 

shipment card details basic information about the load, including the load number, 
the first and final stop names, shipper name and/or carrier name, current load 

status, ETA and the load progress bar.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Load Status: The current status of the load. Refer here for the list of FourKites load statuses.��Load reference Numbers: List of reference numbers associated with the load such as PO Numbers, Pallet Level BOLs, Stop Reference Number, etc. If there is more than one load reference number, you will see "+n more" representing the number of reference numbers that the load has. Note that the option to view all the reference numbers by the click of a button in this section is coming soon!��Shipper: The Shipper that the load is assigned to. Note that this field will be visible only to 3PL users.��Carrier/SCAC: The Carrier that is to haul the load along with their SCAC in the shipper's network.��Pickup/Delivery Locations: The first pickup location and the last delivery location on the load.��Pickup/Delivery Appoinment: The appointment times of the first pickup stop and the last delivery stop on the load.��Progress Bar: Shows the number of stops on the load as "bubbles" and the current location of the load as a "truck icon". The color of each bubble represents whether the load is currently Early (Purple), On Time (Green), Late (Orange) or Very Late (Red) to the respective stop. In the above example shipment card, the load has left the first pickup stop and is en route to the second stop and is estimated to be On Time (Green) to the second stop, Early (Purple) to the third stop and Early (Purple) to the last delivery stop.��Latest Location: Last location received on the load. This can be either the city/state or lat/long depending on the data received from the carrier.��Next Stop: The next stop in sequence that is expected to be completed next on the load. In brackets will be shown the sequence number of the stop. "(2 out of 4)" shown in the above example shipment card means that the next stop is the second stop out of the total 4 stops.��Next Appointment: Appointment time of the "Next Stop" explained above.�
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Share Shipment Status
The Share Shipment Status option takes you to a new window, that has all details 

of the shipment, all in one page. This URL can be shared with between internal and 
external users without direct access to securely communicate individual shipment 

information.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
�
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Shipment Card
Under the shipment information, there are 
seven separate tabs focusing on;
• Journey Time: Individual stop detail and information on 

that particular shipment

• Location Details: Audit trail of a drivers progress on a 
particular shipment

• Freight Details: Basic and Tracking information, Tags, 
and Reference Numbers assigned to that shipment

• Traffic and Weather: Details about weather or traffic the 
driver will encounter during their journey

• Documents: Shows any attachments, such as Bill of 
Lading or Weight and Research pictures, assigned to that 
shipment

• Temperature Tracking: Currently not used for Atkore 
shipments

• Comments: Allows a user to leave comments about a 
particular shipment which all users to the platform can 
view

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
�
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Shipment Card
Within the Journey Timeline, users can select Expand Map to view real-time 

tracking information of the drivers current location and overall progress. 
Breadcrumbs are used to show a drivers history.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 The tool begins tracking prior to pickup on default truckloads (one driver from a single pickup to a single consignee), and posts the truck's current location in the Tracking Details section if the load is not in a picked-up state. Also, the latest location of the truck will still be posted in the load summary even before a truck arrives at the pickup stop. This is because, sometimes, the vehicle may be assigned early and moving another shipment and hence, these locations need not be recorded as they may be associated with another load or customer.�Different modes of tracking will begin pre-pickup tracking at different times:� GPS: As a user you can choose your default ELD Tracking Buffer for ELD loads; the available options are 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 24 hours. ELD tracking will begin on loads depending on the buffer hours set. For example, if the ELD tracking buffer is set as 4 hours, ELD tracking will begin on loads 4 hours prior to the pickup appointment time. By default, this buffer time is set as NULL and ELD tracking will begin as soon as the tracking information is assigned to the load. �Points to note:If ELD Tracking Buffer is set, loads that do not have pickup appointment time(s) will start tracking as soon as the tracking information is assigned to them.A load is considered as a short haul load if the total distance taken to cover the load's entire course is less than 100 miles. CarrierLink: As early as 4 hours prior to pickupOnce we detect the truck at pickup, we will move the load to At Pickup status and continue to track the load until it reaches the final consignee. For more information on each load status, see Load Statuses for more details.� Tracking ends when we detect the driver moving away from the final delivery geofence.�
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Shipment Card

Additionally, in the Journey Timeline, the individual stop information is shown in 
delivery sequence order and allows users to see items on each particular stop 

through More Details

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Journey Timeline section displays the tracking updates that have happened on the load during the life of the load along with the timestamp and other details on each update. The tracking updates by default are listed in the ascending order of the occurred time. Note that this section displays both load-level and stop-level updates.��The timeline updates are split into Stop-Level Updates and All Milestones you can switch using the toggle.��Arrival time / Estimated arrival time: Time when ReliaTrack received the first location update of the truck inside the stop's geofence. In the case where the load is yet to reach the stop, the time when the truck is estimated to arrive at the stop based on the ETA is displayed.���Tracking Status: Indicates the tracking status of the stop. The list of stop-level tracking statuses are:On Track: The stop is not completed yet and the ETA suggests that the truck will reach the stop On Time or EarlyDelayed: The stop is not completed yet and the ETA suggests that the truck will reach the stop Late or Very LateAt Facility: The truck is currently at the stopCompleted: The truck has left the stop or the stop has been manual/auto-completedNot Tracking: The load has not started receiving any locations yet�
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Filtering for Specific Shipments

The Filters can be found on the left pane of the 
tracking page as shown.
Users can filter through shipments based on multiple 
criteria's within the pane such as;
- ETA Status

- Mode of Transportation Rail, Air, and Ocean

- Shipment Activity

- Carrier Names

- Origin/Destination Locations

- Load Attributes

- Load Status

- Exception Filters

These are "one touch" filters, in the sense that, the 
load list refreshes dynamically with the filters applied 
as they are selected.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
�
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Users can find orders in the platform using Atkore load numbers, shipment numbers, order 
numbers, customer purchase orders, bill of lading numbers, and tender numbers. The search bar 

for this feature is located at the top right corner of the shipments screen

Searching for Loads and Shipments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If a shipment or order number isn’t working, try using * at the beginning or end of the reference number as a wildcard. 
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